
How to trade Futures 
on SaxoTraderGO
 
Welcome to Futures trading with Saxo.  
Here are some quick tips to help you get started.
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WATCHLIST PLACING AN ORDER POSITION LIST PLACE  LIMIT / STOP ORDER LIST CHARTS ORDER TYPES

1. First start by creating a new watchlist. CliCk on WatChlists > + neW list
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2. Click on aDD instRUMent and type the name of the commodity you are looking for in the search field, for example: GolD. Click on Done.
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3. Alternatively, you can select one of the predefined lists such as: Futures Commodities, Futures Energies, Futures Indices, Futures Metals etc.
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Adjust the layout by clicking on eDit > laYoUt > Done
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4. Open the Trade Ticket by clicking on the pURple FU bUtton next to GolD.
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tRaDe MaRket

Select the price

Add Take Profit / Stop 
loss orders

plaCe oRDeRs

5. The Trade Ticket window will open. Select the tYpe of order and the nUMbeR oF lots you wish to trade. 

Please note that for exchange traded products you need to subscribe to see live 
prices for the relevant exchange. Without subscription you will only be able to see 
delayed prices. Live prices are available only to live accounts.

Click bUY if you expect the price to rise, or sell if 
you expect the price to fall.

Cost if filled and the 
Nominal value of 
your trade.

Example: 1 lot, 
means that you 
are going trade 
one 100 troy 
ounce contract  
of gold.

The Order Type “Quick Trade” is only available 
after subscription to live prices

WATCHLIST PLACING AN ORDER POSITION LIST PLACE  LIMIT / STOP ORDER LIST CHARTS ORDER TYPES

Click on show more 
at the bottom of the 
trade ticket to see the 
relevant information 
about the initial  
margin, mainte-
nance  
margin, expiry date, 
notice date and lot 
size. 
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6. Click on bUY to buy your selected gold contracts. Click on CoMFiRM to place the order.
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7. If your order has been executed, you will see the trade in the top right-hand corner. Click on ok to close the confirmation.
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Click to place related 
limit and/or stop orders.

Click to view position details.

Click to close the position.Click on the plus icon  
to view additional details.

8. You can view your new position in the positions section at the bottom of your screen.  
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9. To place a related liMit oRDeR or stop oRDeR click on the aDD button and select your stop and limit prices.

There are two ways to define your orders. You 
can either specify the peRCentaGe or the 
pRiCe level. Once you have completed the 
set-up, click the plaCe oRDeR button.

Add a related order.

WATCHLIST PLACING AN ORDER POSITION LIST PLACE  LIMIT / STOP ORDER LIST CHARTS ORDER TYPES
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10. A window containing all the relevant order information will appear. Review the displayed order information and click on ConFiRM to place the order.
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11. A notification window will appear in the upper right-hand corner of your screen confirming that your order has been placed. Click on ok to close the notification window.
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12. To view your open orders click on oRDeRs in the bottom section of your screen. This section lets you eDit or CanCel the placed related orders.
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13. To view the Chart module, click ChaRts next to the overview in the upper right-hand section of your screen. The Gold chart will appear. 
Icons on the chart will show your open positions as well as related orders for this particular instrument.

WATCHLIST PLACING AN ORDER PRICE TOLERANCE POSITION LIST PLACE / STOP ORDER CHARTS ORDER TYPES

You can hide or show these icons by clicking  
the settinGs icon on the right-hand side of 
the chart module and tick the shoW oRDeRs 
and shoW positions boxes.

WATCHLIST PLACING AN ORDER POSITION LIST PLACE  LIMIT / STOP ORDER LIST CHARTS ORDER TYPES
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Quick Trade The Quick-trade mode supports 2 different types of orders, if the user has a realtime price subscription.
Market Orders (Duration: Day Order) and Limit Orders (Duration: Day Order).

Market Order Orders to buy or sell a specified instrument as soon as possible at the price obtainable in the market.

Limit Order Limit orders are commonly used to enter a market and to take profit at predefined levels.
BUY: Limit orders to buy are placed below the current market price and are executed when the ask price hits or breaches the specified price level. (If placed above the 
current market price, the order is filled instantly at the best available price below or at the limit price.)
SELL: Limit orders to sell are placed above the current market price and are executed when the bid price breaches the specified price level. (If placed below the current 
market price, the order is filled instantly at the best available price above or at the limit price.) When a limit order is triggered, it is filled as soon as possible at the price 
obtainable on the market. Note that the price at which your order is filled may differ from the price you set for the order if the opening price of the market is better than 
your limit price. With futures, the order will be filled if possible and any remaining volume will remain in the market as a limit order.

Stop Order Stop orders are commonly used to exit positions and to protect against trading losses.
BUY: Stop orders to buy are placed above the current market level and are executed when the ask price hits or breaches the price level specified. If the bid price for sell 
orders (or the ask price for buy orders) is hit or breached, the order becomes a market order and is filled as soon as possible at the price obtainable in the market.
Please note that this price may differ from the price you set for the order. With futures, the order will be filled if possible and any remaining volume will remain open as a 
market order.
SELL: Stop orders to sell are placed below the current market level and are executed when the bid price hits or breaches the price level specified.

Stop Limit 
Order

In futures trading, a stop limit is a variation of a stop order with a lower/higher limit price to suspend trading if the price falls/rises too far before the order is filled. This 
effectively restricts trading to a defined price range.

Trailing Stop 
Order

A trailing stop order is a stop order with a trigger price that changes with the spot price. As the market rises (for long positions) the stop price rises according to the  
proportion set by the user. If the market price falls, the stop price remains unchanged. This type of stop order helps an investor to set a limit on the maximum possible 
loss without limiting the possible gain on a position. It also reduces the need to constantly monitor the market prices of open positions.

Related 
(Contingent) 
order

Several types of related orders are available. An If Done order consists of two orders: A primary order that will be executed as soon as market conditions allow it, and a 
secondary order that will be activated only if the first one is executed. A One Cancels the Other (O.C.O.) order consists of two orders. If either of the orders is executed, 
the related order is automatically cancelled. 3-way contingent orders are where 2 orders are placed if a primary (If Done) order is executed. These orders are them-
selves related as O.C.O. orders allowing both a stop loss and a profit taking order to be placed around a position.

Types of Future Order

WATCHLIST PLACING AN ORDER PRICE TOLERANCE POSITION LIST PLACE / STOP ORDER CHARTS ORDER TYPESWATCHLIST PLACING AN ORDER POSITION LIST PLACE  LIMIT / STOP ORDER LIST CHARTS ORDER TYPES
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learn more  
about Futures

Futures trading
conditions

Futures
prices

General  
education

Protection of  
clients funds

Additional information

Webinars and
seminars
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Product categories
 Category  Risk  Product  Specification and underlying asset

Green

*There is currently
an increased risk 
on trading in  
 certain European  
government bonds.

Investment products, 
where  the risk of  
losing the deposit  is 
considered very small. 
The  product is not  
difficult to  understand.

Bonds Danish government bonds issued in DKK and EUR

Government bonds issued by an EU country in EUR or DKK*

Government bonds issued in EUR and DKK by EU countries with a gross debt of less than 110 percent of the country’s GDP

Government guaranteed corporate bonds guaranteed by a European Union member with a gross debt of less than 110 percent of the country’s GDP

Ship mortgage bonds and cash bonds issued by ship financing institutes

Bonds issued by the Danish Credit Institution for Local Authorities (KommuneKredit)

Bonds issued by multilateral development banks in other currencies than DKK and EUR with zero weighting at the assessment of the risk exposure done according to the standard method

Mortgage bonds issued by Danish mortgage credit institutions

Covered bonds (SDO) issued by Danish financial- or mortgage credit

Mortgage covered bonds (SDRO) issued by Danish mortgage credit

Junior covered bonds and senior debt issued by Danish financial- or mortgage credit institutions for financing of Tier 2 capital (supplementary)

Yellow Investment products, 
where  there is a risk of 
losing the  deposit  
partially or entirely. 
 The product is not  
difficult  to understand.

Bonds Corporate bonds, traded on a regulated market

Government guaranteed corporate bonds guaranteed by a European Union member with a gross debt of 110 percent and above of the country’s GDP

Government bonds issued in EUR and DKK by EU countries with a gross debt of 110 percent and above of the country’s GDP

Bonds issued by multilateral development banks in other currencies than DKK and EUR with zero weighting at the assessment of the risk exposure done according to the standard method.

Structured deposits not having a complex yield structure or non-transparent costs associated with early termination

Government bonds issued in issued in other currencies than DKK and EUR

Non-Danish mortgage bonds

Structured bonds with full refund duty on the principal

Stocks traded on a regulated market

Stocks traded in a regulated market or an alternative market place

Stocks Certificates with a maximum loss equal to the deposit

Certificates Products structured in accordance with UCITS directive

Investment funds Products diverging from the UCITS directive

Investment arrangements Shares in capital associations which are invested in accordance with the investment limitations pursuant to Sections 157a and 157b of the Danish Financial Business Act

ETF Forex | Stocks | Bonds | Interest | Index – products structured in accordance

Red Investment products, 
where  there is a risk 
of losing more  than 
the deposit, or the 
 product is difficult to 
 understand.

Stocks Stocks not traded on a regulated market, a multilateral trading facility or an alternative market place

Bonds Corporate Bonds not traded on a regulated market, a multilateral trading facility or an alternative market place

Structured Bonds

Certificates Certificates allowing for a loss greater than the deposit

Options, Futures & Forwards Forex | Stocks | Bonds | Interest | Index | Commodities

Investment arrangements Shares in foreign investment institutes which are not invested in accordance with the investment limitations pursuant to Sections 157a and 157b of the Danish Financial Business Act

Spot FX Currency cross

Swaps Interest | Stocks | Stock Index

CFD Single stock | Stock Index | Commodities

ETC Commodities

ETF Forex | Stocks | Bonds | Interest | Index – products diverging from UCITS directive
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None of the information contained herein constitutes an offer (or solicitation of such offer) to buy or sell any currency, product or financial instrument, to make any invest-
ment, or to participate in any particular trading strategy. This material is produced for marketing and/or informational purposes only and Saxo Bank A/S and its owners, 
subsidiaries and affiliates whether acting directly or through branch offices (“Saxo Bank”) make no representation or warranty, and assume no liability, for the accuracy, 
correctness or completeness of the information provided herein. In providing this material Saxo Bank has not taken into account any particular recipient’s investment objec-
tives, special investment goals, financial situation, and specific needs and demands and nothing herein is intended as a recommendation for any recipient to invest or divest 
in a particular manner and Saxo Bank assumes no liability for any recipient sustaining a loss from trading in accordance with a perceived recommendation. Any expression 
of opinion may be personal to the author and may not reflect the opinion of Saxo Bank and all expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice (neither prior nor 
subsequent). This disclaimer is subject to Saxo Bank’s Full Disclaimer available at http://dk.saxobank.com/legal/disclaimer.
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